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Cluster #1

Meta-data

Spatiotemporal information
- Spatiotemporality #1
  - Latitude: ...
  - Longitude: ...
- Date-range = 20120115-20120201
- Spatiotemporality #2
- Spatiotemporality # ...

Keywords
- Keyword #1: “revolution”
  - Related-word: “uprising”
  - Relationship-weight = 0.7
- Keyword #2
  - Related-word: “rotation”
  - Relationship-weight = 0.1
  - Related-word # ...

Data

Messages
- Message #1
  - Timestamp:
    - Date = 20120120 Time = 1450
  - Sender:
    - Sender-id = ...
    - Reliability-Prominence = 0.5
  - Tag #1
    - Tag-label: Title
    - Tag-content = ...
  - Tag #2
  - Tag # ...
- Message #2
- Message # ...

Cluster #2

Cluster # ...
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